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65oo atmospheres he finds that sulphur combines with mag· 
nesium, zinc, iron, cadmium, bismuth, lead, copper, silver, tin, 
and antimony. Sulphur and phosphorus do not combine when 
compressed together (Btrichte, xvi. 999). 

BENZENE is perhaps the most important body in the whole 
range of chemistry, not on account of any intrinsic interest in 
the substance ibelf, but because of the immense number of its 
derivatives. The constitution of these derivatives mu;t depend 
upon the structure of the benzene molecule itself, and this pro· 
blern is therefore one of the most interesting that presents itself 
to the chemist. Any idea that can throw light upon this subject 
1s worthy of attention, and the more so as long as the least doubt 
exists as to whether benzene can yield more than three di, tri, or 
tetra derivatives, or more than one mono or penta derivative, 
the substituting groups being the same. Again, it is possible 
that benzene may exist in two or more isomeric modifications 
(disregarding dipropargyl), and the difference found by V. Meyer 
(Ber. xv. 2893) between two samtcles of benzene, both pre
sumably pure, would seem to point in this direction. The mere 
fact, therefore, that one formula is good and useful is no con· 
demnation of any other formula. that may be proposed. M. 
Mencleleeff has suggested that benzene may be regarded as a 
normal butane, in which six hydrogen atoms are replaced by 
two triad groups, CH. If we allow that benzene is best repre
sented as containing six CH groups, and there seems as yet no 
reason for departing from this supposition, then this replace· 
ment may take place in two ways, as shown by the following 
formulre :-

CH3-CH2-C H 2-CH3 
Normal butane. 
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Benzenes derived therefrom. 

These two benzene formulre may be conveniently written thus :-
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and these expressions show at a glance the difference between 
them. The second is identical with Ladenburg's prism formula, 
the ad van; ages of which do not need recounting. The first, so 
far as and single linkings are concerned, is intermediate 
between the prism formula and Keknle's. It lends itself in a 
particularly ready way to the expression of more complex 
formulre, as of naphthaline, &c., but does not 'show the hexad 
nature of the benzene molecule. Moreover, it shows possible 
two mono or penta derivatives, and five each eli, tri, and tetra 
derivative,, a capability that is not yet needed ; and a formula 
should be a concise expression of facts, and should as far as 
possible show the limits of those facts. Thus, however valuable 
the suggestion of M. Mendelt\cff may be as showing a possible 
method of synthesising benzene, it does not appear to be prac· 
tically useful as indicating its constitution, though the future 
chemistry of benzene may require such a formula as the one 
referred to above. 

PROF. MENDELEEFF, to avoid the superheating which takes 
place during ordinary fractional distillation with a dei:hlegmator 
tube, has devised a modified method for the oils from Baku 
petroleums boiling between 15° and 150°, which consists in 

the vapours from, the distilling flask by means of the 
dephlegmator, or delivery tube, to the b.,ttorn of a second similar 
flask, and from this to a third, and so on; the heated vapours 
from the one providing the heat for the distillation of 
t 1e next, &c. In this manner a great numl:Jer of fractions at 
intervals of two degrees were obtained. By cocnparing boiling 
p:>ints and specihc gravities of products the author concludes that 
Baku oils contain similar hydrocarbJn' to American petroleum, 
and in addition a hydrocarb::m boiling at 55o and sarne specific 
gravity as hexan with the properties of an unsaturated compound. 
The great bulk of the Caspian petroleums appears to consist, in 
addition to derivatives of marsh gas, of CnHon hydrocarbons, 
and also some members of the CnHn or acetylene series. 

SOME interesting results have been obtained by Sprie1g (Ber. 
Ber.) by washing precipitated sulphide of copper f'lr several 
weeks until all traces of salts were removed. It was then found 

that the sulphide dissolved to a black.liquid, with slight gree11 
fluorescence, in water. The solution might be boiled and 
evaporated without change ; slight traces of salts caused preci· 
pitation. The author has also obtained sulphide of tin and 
oxides of antimony and m:1nganese in a condition perfectly 
soluble in water. Sulphide of tin on evaporation of its solution 
in vacuo forms a transparent red glass. 

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES 

ON June 6 Baron N ordeuskjold's Greenland expedition arrived 
at Reykjavik in the steamer Sophia. The Sophia !ay at Reyk· 
javik for a few days, and in the meantime Baron Nordenskjold 
and the geologist; of the p1rty examined tbe coal deposits which 
occur in Bergarfiord. Dr. Arpi, a Swedish philologist, who has. 
resided some time in Iceland and acquired a thorough knowledge 
of the languege, accompanied the expedition thither, and will, 
along with tW•J other men of science, remain in Iceland after the 
Sophia has left. 

WE learn from Science that a party for the relief of the ob
servers under Lieut. Greely at Lady Franklin Bay was to leave 
St. John's, Newfoundland, on one of the steam sealing-vessels 
belonging to that port, about June IS, probably accompanied by 
a naval vessel as tender. It will be commanded by Lieut. E. 
A. Garlington, U.S.A., and compo>ed of twelve men, of whom 
ten are stated to be old sailors and accustomed to the me of 
boats. Twenty dogs, native clri vers, and a supply of fur 
clothing, have been secured at Godhavn, Greenland. The party 
at Lady Franklin Bay will be reached and withdrawn if the state 
of the ice permits. If not, the relief party is to be landed on 
Littleton Island, and while part of them are engaged in preparing 
winter quarters, Lieut. GarlinJtOn wiil endeavour to open com
munication by sledges with Greely's people. In the failure of 
the firot attempt, another will be made in the spring of 1884. It 
is to be hoped, if Greely is not r<::ached, that an attempt will be 
made to leave at Cape Hawkes or Cape Sabine, if not the relief 
party as a whole, which would be best, at lea-t a boat by which 
the open water to be anticipated between those points and Little
ton Island next year ( r 884) may be pass eel by a reti eating party, 
which might well find their own boat un eaworthy after dragging 
it over many miles of hummocky ice, if, indeed, they did not 
find the.nselves obliged to abandon it. Further, the schooner 
Leo is on the point of sailing for Puint Barrow to withdraw the 
signal· service observing party under Lieut. Ray, in compliance 
with the act passed by the last Congress. To utilise the oppor
tunity, Mr. Marr, of the U.S. Coast-Survey, will accompany the 
vessel with the design of making absolute magnetic determina· 
tions, of fixing the astronomical position of the station, and of 
making pendulum observations. 

IN a communic<>tion from the Russian Geographical Society 
we are informed that Col. Prejevabky is ab .ut to start ou hL 
fourth journey to Central Asia, accompanied by two officers ancl 
seventeen men. The Emperor has granted to the Society 43,000 
roubles for the purpose of Col. Prejevalsky's journey. The 
Society is also sending out a new expedition under M. Potanin, 
who i< now completing the publkation of the two last volumes 
on his journey of 1079-80. He will start in July fm· South-East 
Mongolia and the adjacent parts of China; he will be accum· 
panied by a naturalist and M. Skassi, the companion of Severtzov 
in his exploration of the Pamir. The funds are being supplied 
partly by the Society and partly by M. Sookachef, a Siberian 
merchant. 

IN the same communication we are infor.ned that the average 
temperature of January and February at the Russian Polar station 
at Sagastyr, on the mouth of the Lena, was about - S0° C. 
Thanks to the Governor-General of Eastern Siberia there has 
been organised a special postal between Jakut>k and 
Sagastyr once a month. The observing party wi!l must probably 
remain at the station up to the end of October, i.e. until the 
river b frozen. 

THE last number of the Zeitschrtjt d<r Gese!!schajt /itr 
Erdkunde zu Berlin (Ed. 18, Heft 2) co11tains a paper by Herr 
van Langegg, enti led "Nara eine alte Kaiserstadt," describing 
the town of Nara, not far from Kioto, in Japan, at one time the 
capital of the C•)llntry, and still much renowned for it< temples 
The celebrated col ;ssal statue of Buddha there is fully de;cribed. 
The following fignres give some no•ion of its 1s :-Its 
weight is soo,ooo kiloJ. ; J,ooo,ooo kilog. of wood were con· 
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sumed in making the bronze, which consists of 250 kilog. of 
gold, 8413 ·5 of tin, 977 of mercury, and 493 of copper. The 
pre5ent image only dates from 18o1. 

WE have received a German pamphlet by Herr Max Buch, 
on " Finland and its Nationality Question," being a reprint of 
papen which have appeared in recent issues of the In 
the limited space of seventy-foar pages the a 
but correct description of Finland, of the preh1stonc Fmns, 
according to Ahlquist's researches, of the history of the country, 
and of the present state of the "national que.;tion." He sum
marises the excellent researches by Retzius on the race-character5 
of the Finns-as far as can be done in a few pages-and dwells 
upon the recent efforts of Finnish :writers towards th_e devel?p· 
ment of the Finnish language and 1Iterature as a reactwn agamst 
the former supremacy of the Swedish language and influence. 
We notice the interesting fact that although only 7 · 5 per cent. of 
the Finns can now read and write, and 70 per cent. read, pnmary 
instruction has taken during the last few years a great extension. 
The number of State schools being too limited, they are supple
mented by private instruction. Thus, of the children 
from seven , ixteen years old of the Lutheran F mmsh popula
tion, only 6983 had not received primary instruction in 1877 
(1801 of them on account of disease). But only 26,900 
went to the State school,, whilst II6, 201 children received pri
mary instruction in private ambulatory school•, and I 77,925 at 
home. 

THE last number of the Iz'.lestia of the Russian Geographical 
Society contains several interesting papers. M. Veselago gives a 
sketch of the life and work of the late Count Uitke. Prof. Fr. 
Schmidt discusses again the claim of Wrangel to the discovery 
of the land situated north of the Cape Yakan. He tries to 
prove, against Nor<ienskjold, that • Wrangel wa< right in 
denying the existence of a land A;ndn!eff said he from 
the fifth island of the MedvyeJIY A•chtpelago; but he d1d not 
deny the existence of a land situated north of Cape Yakan. 
Prof. Schmidt admib, however, that even with regard to this 
land, Wrangel wrote "in different parts of his report with a 
varying degree of certainty as to the probability of its existence." 
M. Karzin, att official of the Verkhoyansk district, having been 
struck with the terrible fate of De Long, publishes a most valu
able list of all settlements and places where human beings can 
be met with at different >easons on the coast of North·Ea-tern 
Siberia. M. Andreeff pu b[i,hes a brief account of his hydro
graphical researches in the White Sea and on the Murman coast 
during the last three years. The flora of the coast becomes very 
poJr north of Archangel. At the Svyatoy Noss lighthouse 
it consists only of lichens, mos::e>, and creeping brushes nf 
Bttula nana. It improves, however, west of Kildin and 
especially we, t of the Ribachiy peninsula, offering excellent 
forests and meadows at the new colony at Pechenga. The 
yearly average temperature, which is but - 0°"6 Celsius at 
Archangel, and - 2°"4 at the Svyatoy Noss lighthouse, reaches 
- 1°"I at Kola, and + 1°"4 at Vardo. This increa>e of tempe 
rature is due, as is known, to the warm current which flows 
along the coast. Thus, at Sv}•atoy Noss, during the hot test 
day•, the temperature of water doe' not exceed 6· ·9; and during 
the autumn it r<!aches but I0 "9· To the "est of 30° 6' it sud
denly becomes duu!,[e that. In the spring the warm stream
lets reach 4°"3, whilst the cold ones, flowing close by, reach 
but x··9; and during the summer the warm streamlets reach I2°"5, 
whilst the cold ones, close by, , reach 6··9 tot· 5· It appears thus 
that one isolated measurement of temperature of water is of httle 
value, the warm current being not so compact along the Murman 
coast as elsewhere. Under 33' 6' E. long. it leaves the coa• t 
and flows towards the north-north-ea-;t. ·1 he positions taken hy 
the "arm current at the Murman coast vary with the seasom, and 
depend upon the prevailing winds. From April to Aug:ust it 
touches the coa;t, but later on it is driven north by the southern 
winds; in October it already flows off Vardo. Its position 

also for different years, depending upon the prevailing 
winds. The richness of the fi shing depends entirely upon the 
position taken by the warm current. In 188I, the Norwegians, 
owing to the current flowing in their waters, had the richest 
prey, whilst in 1882, the richest prey for a twenty years' series 
VI as given by the warm current to the Rus>ian fishers. The 
same number of the Izvtstia contains the first sheets of M. 
Polakoff's reports on his re>.earches it1 Sakhalin, and M. 
Mezhoff's hibliographical index of the Russian geographical 
literature for the year 188o. 

M. THOUAR, the French traveller, has written .a letter from 
Chili in which he says that several members of the exploring 
party under Dr. Jules Crevaux, who was massacred wi_th most _of 
his followers in the early part of Ia, t year by Indtans wh1le 
making explorations along the Bolivian part of the Pilcomayo, 
are believed to be still alive, but prisoners in the hands of the 
Indians. 

THE CAUSE OF EVIDENT MAGNETISM IN 
IRON, STEEL, .AND OTHER MAGNETIC 
ii1ETALS1 

Neutrality 
THE apparatus needed for upon evident 

polarity requires no very great sktll or thought, but simply 
an apparatus to measure correctly the for_ce of the evident repul
sion or attraction · in the case of neutrality, however, the exter
nal polarity disappears, and we consequently requir.e 
apparatus, together with the utmost care and reflection m Its 
use. 

From numerous researches previously made by means of the 
induction balance, the re.ults of which I have already 
I felt convinced that in investigating the canse of magnetism 
and neutrality I should have in it the aid of the most powerful 
instrument of research ever brought to hear upon the molecular 
constmction of iron, as indeed of aU metak It neglects all 
forces which do not produce a change in the molecular stru<!
ture, and enables us to penetrate at once to the interior of a 
magnet or piece of iron, observin&" only its structure and 
the change which take; place durmg magnet1sahon or apparent 
neutrality. 

The induction balance is affected by three distinct arrange· 
ments of molecular structure in iron and steel, by means of 
which we have apparent n_eutrality. . . 

Fig. I shows several directions of the m )[ecul:s as 
cated by the arrows. Pmsson assumed, as a necessity of hi< 
theory, that a molecule is spherical, but Dr. Joule's experimental· 
proof of the elongation of iron by_ I/72o,o::;_oth of Its len_gth whett 
magneti,ed, proves at least that 1ts form IS not ; a?d 
as I am unable at present to demonstrate my own vtews as to Its 
exact form I have simply indicated its polar direction by arrows 
-the oval lines merely indicating its limits of free elastic 
rotation. 

In Fig. I, at A, we have_neutrality by the of 
each pair of molecule>, bemg the shortest path m wh1ch they 
could satisfy their mutual attractions. At B we have thc_case of 
superposed magnetism of equal external value, re_nrlenng the 
wire or rod apparently neutral, althoug_h a lower senes of m _le
cules are rotated in the opposite direct10n to the upper series, 
giving to the rod opJ>osite and equal polarities. At c have 
the molecules arranged in a circular chain around the axts of a 
wire or rod through which an electric current has fass_ed .. D 
we have the evident polarity induced by the earths d1recttve m· 
f111ence when a soft iron rod is held in the magnetic meridian. 
At E we have a lon"itudinal neutrality produced in the same ro:i 
when placed magnetic weot, the polarity in the latter case being 
transverml. 

In all these cases we have a perfectly symmetrical arrange
ment, and I have not yet found a single case in well-annealed 
soft iron in which I could detect a heterogeneous arrangement, 
as snpp0sed by Am1 ere, De Ia Rive, Weber, Wiederrnann, and 
Maxwell. 

We can only study r;eut'\-ality soft 
iron. Hard iron and steel retam prev1ous magnetisatwns, 
and an apparent. external neutrality would in most cases be the 
superposition c:if one upon anothe: of external 
fcrce in the opposite direcho?, as shown t;t B,. F 1g. 1. Per
fectly soft iron we can eastly free, by v1bratwns, from 
slightest trace of previous magnetism, and stndy the neutrality 
produced under varying . . 

If we take a ·fl1t bar of soft Iron, of 30 or m0re centimetres 111 
length, and hold it vertically (giving while th_us held a tor
sions, vibrations, or, better still, a few sl!ght blows with_ a 
wooden mallet, in order to allow its molecules to rotate w1th 
perfect freedom), we find its lower end to be _of strong north 
polarity, and its upper end south. reversmg the rod and 
repeating the vibrations, we find that tts lower end has pre-

1 Paper read before the Society of Telegraph Engineers ;>-nd of _Elec
tricians, on May 24, t883, by Prof. D. E. Hughes, F.R.S., V1ce-Pres1dent 
Continued from p. 162, 
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